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Abstract 
P&m, Gh. and A. Salomaa, Closure properties of slender languages, Theoretical Computer Science 
120 (1993) 293-301. 
We investigate languages, where the number of words of every length is bounded from above by 
a constant independent of the length. The issues involved are very basic in the theory of formal 
languages and, moreover, have arisen in some recent studies in cryptography. This paper deals with 
closure properties of such “slender” languages with respect to a number of operations, some of them 
introduced very recently. Closure is considered both in general and with respect to slender languages 
in the families of the Chomsky hierarchy. 
1. Introduction 
Historically, length considerations have been an integral part of language theory. 
Without going into details, we only refer to the classical paper [Z]. 
For a language L and integer n, we denote by N(L, n) the number of words of length 
n in L. Of special interest are languages L such that the numbers N(L, n) are bounded 
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from above by a constant. We use the term “slender” for such languages. The term 
“thin” is used if the constant equals 1. Some natural modifications of these notions will 
also be introduced. 
Apart from being of definite language-theoretic nterest on their own right, such 
notions have recently turned out to be important also in cryptographic consider- 
ations. Roughly, the idea is as follows. A plaintext w is encrypted using the encryption 
key x, a word of length II. The resulting cryptotext z is also of length II. The plaintext 
can be recovered from z if the key x is known. However, there are problems with key 
management: How to transmit all possible keys to the legal receiver of messages? If the 
keys come from a thin language, only some method of generating the language has to be 
known to the legal receiver. Even if the language is slender, the receiver only has to test 
a certain number of keys to each specific ryptotext. Further details are contained in [l]. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of formal language theory. If 
necessary, [S] may be consulted. 
We will be concerned mostly with closure properties of slender languages, although 
occasionally references are made to thin languages as well. In addition to classical 
language-theoretic operations, we will consider also some recently introduced ones. 
Our main results concern language families in the Chomsky hierarchy. For instance, 
we denote by SLcF the family consisting of slender context-free languages. This family 
being closed under a certain operation has the customary meaning: whenever the 
operation is applied to slender context-free languages, the result is again a slender 
context-free language. 
This leads to the following interesting possibility. It may be the case that the family 
CF of context-free languages is not closed under a certain operation but still the 
family SL~F is closed under this operation. Intersection is a very likely candidate to be 
such an operation, although we have no definite proof for this. See details at the 
beginning of Section 3. 
On the other hand, slender languages have rather weak closure properties and, 
consequently, there are many examples of operations such that SLcp is not closed 
under the operation, whereas CF is closed. Catenation is such an operation. 
2. Definitions and characterization results 
Let L G C * be a language and II 2 0 an integer. Then N(L, n) denotes the number of 
words of length n in L. If C contains Y letters, we obtain 
0 < N(L, n) < r”. 
The language L is called thin iff, for some no, 
N(L, n) d 1 whenever n 2 no. 
For k> 1, L is called k-thin iff, for some no, 
N(L, n) <k whenever n > no. 
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Moreover, if no= 1, L is called properly thin or properly k-thin, respectively. Finally, 
L is called slender iff it is properly k-thin, for some k. 
Observe that the following is an equivalent definition of slenderness. The language 
L is slender iff it is k-thin, for some k. 
We use the notation SL for the family of slender languages. The notations 
REG, CF, CS, RE 
are used for the language families in the Chomsky hierarchy, and the notations 
=REG,=CF, SLCS,SLRE 
for the families of slender languages in the Chomsky families. Occasionally we use the 
notation SLx, where X is some other language family. 
The following notions are used in the characterization of slender languages. A lan- 
guage L is said to be a union ofsingle loops (briefly, USL) iff, for some k 2 1 and words 
ui, vi, wit 
L$ * Uizli Wi. 
i=l 
(Some of the words may be empty.) A language L is said to be a union of paired loops 
(UPL) iff, for some k> 1 and words ai, ai,wi,Xi,yi, 
L= TJ {UiU~WiX~yi 1 n>O}. 
i=l 
The following result was established in [7]. 
Theorem 2.1. A language is in SLREC ifSit is USL. 
Clearly, every UPL language is slender and linear. It is shown in [7] that UPL 
languages are unambiguous and in Cl] that all natural decision problems concerning 
thinness and slenderness are decidable for unambiguous languages. There is strong 
evidence for the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 2.2. A hguage is in SLcF #it is UPL. 
3. Operations related to AFL 
We consider first operations used in the definition of abstract families of languages 
[4], or closely related to AFL. In many cases the result of closure or nonclosure is 
obvious, and will only be mentioned in the summary of Section 6. For instance, all our 
families are closed under union. (Observe that this is not the case as regards thin 
languages.) 
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On the other hand, it is an open problem whether or not the family SL,-p is closed 
under intersection or (nonerasing) morphisms. Both of these closure results would 
follow from Conjecture 2.2. This is obvious as regards morphisms: the morphic image 
of a UPL language is again a UPL language. One can also prove that the intersection 
of two UPL languages is a UPL language. This argument is trickier, and omitted here. 
For the definition of a trio, we refer to [4]. We use the symbols c and c for 
inclusion and strict inclusion, respectively. 
Theorem 3.1. If X is a trio, then SLx c X. 
Proof. The slender regular language a+ is in X, and so is h- ‘(a+), where 
h: (a, b}*-+(a)* is the morphism defined by 
h(u) = a, h(b) = au. 
Clearly, h- l(u+) is not slender. 0 
Theorem 3.2. SLREG c SLLIN E SLCF c SLcs c SLREC c SLRE . 
Proof. Apart from the families explicitly defined above, the statement concerns also 
slender linear and slender recursive languages. 
The strictness of the first inclusion follows because the language {u”b” ) n>O} is 
slender. The strictness of the other inclusions is due to the fact that there are languages 
over a one-letter alphabet in the differences of every two consecutive families 
mentioned. q 
Conjecture 2.2 would imply that 
SLLrN = !!&-r . 
The proof shows that Theorem 3.2 holds for (properly) thin languages as well. 
Theorem 3.3. If a family X is closed under union, intersection, intersection with regular 
languages, catenation with$nite languages or mirror image, then so is SLx, respectively. 
Proof. If Li is (properly) ki-thin, i= 1,2, then LluLz is (properly) (k, + kz)-thin. The 
claims concerning intersection follow because every sublanguage of a slender lan- 
guage is slender. If L1 is (properly) k,-thin and L2 is a finite language containing k2 
words, then L1 L2 and L2 L1 are (properly) k, k,-thin. Mirror image does not affect the 
number of words. 0 
The next theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1. The theorem can be 
extended to concern the family SL CF, provided Conjecture 2.2 holds true. 
Theorem 3.4. The family SLREC is closed under morphisms. 
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Theorem 3.5. If X is a trio, then SLx is not closed under catenation, catenation closure 
or substitution. 
Proof. The theorem follows because the languages a+bf and (a, b}+ are not slender. 
As regards substitution, we substitute b’ for b in a+b. Both b+ and a+b are properly 
thin and regular. 0 
Theorem 3.6. Neither one of the families SL cs or SLRE is closed under morphisms, not 
even under injective morphisms. 
Proof. Consider the context-sensitive language 
L=(a *“-*‘b’InBl, l<i<n}. 
We list for illustration the shortest words in L. 
n=l: b, 
n = 2: a*b, b*, 
n=3. a6b a4b2 a2b3 . > 3 9 
n=4* a14b . 2 a’*b* 9 alob a8b4 9 2 
n = 5: a3’b, a*‘b*, a26b3, a24b4, a22b5. 
In general, for every n > 1, L contains one word of length j with 2” -n < j < 2”- 1 and 
no words of length j with 2”- ’ < j < 2” - n. Consequently, L is properly thin. Define the 
(injective) morphism h by 
h(a)=a, h(b) = bb. 
Then the length of each of the n words 
h(a 2”-2ibi)=a2n-2ib2i, n> 1, 1 <i<n, 
equals 2”, implying that h(L) is not slender. q 
4. Other operations 
We note first that the operation of letter-to-letter morphism never increases the 
number of words of the same length. Hence, slenderness and the different variations of 
thinness are all preserved under letter-to-letter morphisms. 
Left and right quotients between languages are defined in the usual fashion. For 
instance, the left quotient of a language L2 by a language L1 is defined by 
L,\L2={yIxy~L2, for some xeL1}. 
If L1 is a singleton, we speak of the (left) derivative. 
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Theorem 4.1. If X is closed under left or right derivatives, so is SLx. If X contains all 
languages of the forms a+ and {a%” 1 n 2 l}, then SLX is closed under neither left nor 
right quotients. The left and right quotients of a USL language by any language 
whatsoever are USL. Hence, if X is a family in the Chomsky hierarchy, then SLX is closed 
under derivatives but SLx is closed under quotients only if X = REG. 
Proof. The first sentence follows because derivatives cannot increase the constant k in 
the definition of k-thinness. The second sentence follows because neither one of the 
languages 
a+\(a“b”In>l) and (a”b”In>,l}/bt 
is slender. To prove the third sentence, assume that 
L= b UiVr Wi 
i=l 
and L’ is arbitrary. Then the left quotient 
L’ \L 
is a finite union of languages of the forms 
* * XiUi Wiy YiUi Wi, Ziy 
where Xi,yi,zi are prefixes of tii, ai, wi, respectively. Hence, L’\L is again USL. The 
proof for right quotients is analogous. (Observe that the construction of a USL 
representation is not effective for an arbitrary L’). The last sentence follows from the 
preceding ones by Theorem 2.1. 0 
A word w’ is a circular variant of a word w if w = uv and w’ = vu, for some u and v. 
(Circular variants are also called conjugates.) The circular closure of a language 
consists of all circular variants of its words. 
By definition, pref(L) (resp. suf(L), sub(L)) consists of all prefixes (resp. suffixes, 
subwords) of the words in L. 
For two languages L, and L2 over C, the right prolongation right (L,, L,) is defined, 
[6], to be the smallest language L’ such that L, GL’ and, whenever XEL’ with 
x=x1x2, x2aEL2, aEC, x1,x2~C*, 
then xaE L’. 
We next define the operation init,, for t 2 2. Denote by [cl] the integral part of 
a rational number a. Then init, is the prefix of w of length [lwl/t]. More specifi- 
cally, we define for languages 
init,(L)=(w,(w=w,... wE_YEL, Iwil=Clwl/tl~ oGIYl<t). 
It is known that, apart from CF, the families in the Chomsky hierarchy are closed 
under the operation init,. The following example, essentially due to [3], shows that 
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CF is not closed under init,, for any ~22. Consider the context-free language 
Lt=(a”b”amba3(‘-‘)m+‘-’ 1 n,m> l}. 
Straightforward calculations show that 
init,(L,)na+b+a+b=(u”b”u”b~n~l}, 
which is not context-free. On the other hand, it remains an open problem whether 
SLcF is closed under init, (please note that the previous language L, is not slender). 
Theorem 4.2. If X contains the language u+b, then SLX is not closed under circular 
closure. If X contains the language a+, then SLX is not closed under gsm-mappings. If 
X contains the languages u’b and {bb}, then SLx is not closed under right prolongation. 
Hence, ifX is a family in the Chomsky hierarchy, then SLx is not closed under any of the 
operations mentioned. 
Proof. It is easy to construct a generalized sequential machine mapping u+ onto 
u*bu*, a non-slender language. Other examples required are given in the statement of 
the theorem. •i 
Theorem 4.3. Let X be one of the families in the Chomsky hierarchy. Then SLx is closed 
under init,, t > 2, if X # CF. SLREG is closed under each of the operations pref; suf and 
sub. SLx is closed under none of these operations if X #REG. 
Proof. To prove the second sentence, observe that the operation init, produces words 
of length n from words of lengths 
tn+i, O<i<t. 
Thus, if L is k-thin, init, is tk-thin and, hence, slender (the bound tk cannot be 
improved: consider the language (ui ) n 3 1, 0 d i < t, 1 <j< k}, for given k B 1, t 2 2). 
The third sentence is again a consequence of Theorem 2.1. The last sentence follows 
because none of the languages pref(L), suf(L), sub(L) is slender for 
L={u”b”In>l}. •i 
The customary shufJEe operation destroys slenderness because shuf(L, , L2) contains 
the catenation L, Lz. Consider the modified operation s-shufle, defined only for 
words of equal length: 
sshuf(u, ...a., bI . ..bn)=ul bI . ..u.,b,, 
where the u’s and b’s are letters. The definition is extended to languages in the natural 
fashion. 
Theorem 4.4. If L1 and Lz are slender, then so is sshuf(L, , L,,). The family SL~F is not 
closed under the operation sshuf. 
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Proof. If Li is k,-thin, i= 1,2, then sshuf(L,, L,) is k1 k,-thin. The languages 
L, = {a”bP 1 n2 l}, 
L2 = { Pba” ) n 2 1 } 
are in SLcF but 
sshuf(L, , L2) = (u2”bu2”ba2” 1 n 2 l}, 
although slender, is not context-free. q 
5. Insertion and deletion 
Various insertion and deletion operations have recently been considered in [S]. The 
insertion of a language Lz into a language L1 consists of words obtained by inserting 
a word from L2 into an arbitrary position in a word from L1. The operation usually 
destroys slenderness. For instance, the result of inserting b into a+ is not slender. The 
insertion, as well as the deletion defined below, can be both sequential and parallel. 
The sequential and parallel deletion of a language L2 from a language L1 are defined 
by 
SD(L1, L2)=(WlW2IWlYW2~L1,Y~L2), 
~~(LI,L2)={Wl...WklW1Y1W2 . ..Wk_lYk_1WkEL1.Yi~L2,Wi~C*-C*L2C*}. 
Thus, words from L2 do not occur as subwords in any Wi. However, they may occur as 
subwords in, for instance, w1 w2. 
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a family in the Chomsky hierarchy. Then SLX is closed under 
neither sequential nor parallel deletion, not even in the case, where the language to be 
deleted is a singleton. 
Proof. The claims follow because 
SD((abcb)+, {bcb})= {(abcb)‘a(abcb)jl i,j>O}, 
PD((ababa)+, (aba})= {ab, ba} +. 
The results are not slender, although the operands are properly thin. Observe that aba 
cannot be deleted from the border line of two occurrences of ababa, but it has to be 
deleted from every occurrence. 0 
6. Summary 
Some of our results are summarized in Table 1. We do not know of any “interest- 
ing” example of a family X and operation such that X is not closed under the 
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Table 1 
‘-‘REC =‘CF =a =‘RE SL 
Union + + + + + 
Intersection + ? + + + 
Intersection with regular sets + + + + + 
Complement - - - - 
Catenation 
Catenation with finite sets + + + + + 
Catenation closure - - - - - 
Morphism + ? - - - 
Letter-to-letter morphism + + + + + 
Substitution - - - - 
gsm-mapping _ - - - - 
Inverse morphism - _ _ 
Mirror image + + + + + 
Circular closure _ _ - - - 
Left/right derivative + + + + + 
Left/right quotient + _ _ _ _ 
pref/suf/sub + - _ _ _ 
init, + ? + + + 
Shuffle - - - - - 
s-shuffle + - + + + 
Right prolongation with singleton - - - - - 
Sequential insertion of singleton - - - - - 
Parallel insertion of singleton - - - - _ 
Sequential deletion of singleton _ - - - - 
Parallel deletion of singleton _ _ _ _ _ 
operation, whereas SLX is closed under it. A likely candidate is the operation 
intersection and X=CF. In the table + stands for closure and - for nonclosure. 
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